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Charge your device and 
change your thinking.

Generates up to 4Watt peak 
in optimal conditions

Solar cable, 2m, 
DC-jack e (VOC) 23,25 Volt

A solar module light, thin and !exible 
that "ts to your daily lifestyle.

It is weather resistant, and can 
be attached to pretty much 
everything.

two rubber plugs are included 
to stick the panel on glass

Umpp 16.5V, ICS 0,29A
Rated power (PMAX) 4 Watt
Voltage at Pmax (VMP) 16.5 Volt
Current at Pmax (IMP) 0,245 Ampere
Open circuit voltagISC) 0,290 Ampere

Suitable for all kind of 
solar modules with 
Umpp between 5V to 
30V, max. 1A

MPP tracking for +25% 
faster charging 

less than 200 grams 
weight

One solar Charger to 
rule them all.

Charger differs solar 
energy from the main plug 
(if charged wit a plug 
charger)



Count on me!
A new generation of devices is born, pre-
connected to a community with a greater 
good, to stop climate change and make 
the world a better place. 

It counts the amount of 
energy and CO2 savings 
you‘ve produced.

show your contribution 
against climate change 
and  share with the 
world

2x rechargeable Li-ion batteries 
with a capacity of 16 Wh.
Regulated output voltage of 5V, 
max. 1,2 A

A !exible, light and 4W peak 
powerfull solarmodul gets 
connected to the charger to 
tap the power of the sun

Use it wherever you are. 
-20°C up to +60°C

LED‘s blinks in relative to 
the incomeing energy

Upload to 
Changers.com

- see what all have accomplished
- Compete with friends
- get statistics
- get awards and badges
- get Changers Credits

stores your 
energy datas 
every hour for 
42 days

Made in Germany

USB Power Cable included, with 8 adapters for many 
different  smart phones:
Apple iPhone, iPad, Sony Portable Playstation, 
Nintendo Gameboy, kindle, mini/micro USB etc.



Be part of something bigger.
Changers.com is the "rst solar energy 
community and marketplace for the shift of 
society to a solar backed currency.

For each gram of CO2 saved, the user will be 
rewarded with credits. These credits can be 
redeemed for goods and services offered by our 
partners.

get statistics and personel 
informations about your 
energy production 

Changers Credits

Compares and score 
personal contribution 
with others.

Share experience and contribution 
via Facebook and Twitter. 

Unlock badges with your 
energy and social behavior.

Join worldwide 
competitions

See the exact amount of 
energy and CO2 saving 
you‘ve produced and the big 
amount we all have 
accomplished.

Connect with people all over 
the world with the commen 
goal to stop climate change 
and make the world a better 
place



A currency  backed by the sun. 

Connect with people all over 
the world with the commen 
goal to stop climate change 
and make the world a better 
place

The reduction of CO2 has been accepted as a 
global goal by the international community.

The amount of self-generated and 
self-consumed energy represents the 
social value of CO2 savings. 

At Changers.com, we 
reward these savings by 
issuing a currency called 
Changers Credits. 

The personal shift of 
energy behavior generates 
this socal value 

The The time is ripe for 
a shift in society. 

Let‘s ask the society what your 
personal contribution against 
climate change is worth. 

For each gram of CO2 saved, the user 
will be rewarded with credits. These 
credits can be redeemed for goods 
and services offered by partners.



Spend your Credits!

each time the Changers 
Credit  get accepted or 
produced it brings a 
social value in the 
existing economic 
system

Companies that share 
the vision and values of 
Changers are invited to 
accept the Changers 
Credits as a currency for 
their products and 
services.

b2c



modern money economy means

!at money



modern money economy means

!at lux



modern money economy means

!at lux
it shall be light



Labour today

get wage

The heliocentric society

Working in the factory
or service industry   

8 hours a day, 5 days a week



But there is no more 
work for us all. 

The heliocentric society

Labour is an 
outdated model.



Behavior is the new Labour

24 hours a day, 7 days a week
preventing opportunity costs for society

-CO2

The heliocentric society

basic income



Collaboration is key

The challenges are huge, but the time is ripe for 
change.  Collaboration is key. 

So if you want to take part either as an OEM, distributor, 
developer, partner, multiplicator or ideator don‘t 
hesitate to talk to me: 

m.schulz@changers.com
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